experience all the features of our site. Learn how to enable JavaScript on your browser. Your teacher training may have provided sound theory and a collection of instructional techniques, but it's often the practical details that can make day-to-day survival difficult in your first days, weeks, and years of teaching.

For new teachers or those just new to the middle-school environment, here is an invaluable resource from the author of Meet Me Day One and Beyond Practical Matters for New Middle-Level Teachers 1st edition the Middle that will help you walk in the door prepared to teach.

Oriented toward the unique experience of teaching grades 5 through 9, Day One and Beyond delivers proven best practices along with often-humorous observations that provide a window into the middle school environment. Based on his many years of research and experience in the middle school classroom, Rick offers frontline advice on: Content and instruction are important, but so are the practical matters that enable sound teaching practice.

Day One and Beyond shows middle-level teachers how to manage the physical and emotional aspects of their unique environment so they can do what they’ve been trained to do: successfully teach young adolescents. The winner of Disney’s American Teacher Award for English in 2nd grade, Rick is an internationally known speaker on middle-level education, innovation, and teacher professionalism. Rick offers a wealth of experience having worked as a middle grades teacher, human growth and development teacher, and staff development educator.

Add to Wishlist. Condition: Used-Good Details. Sign in to Purchase Instantly. Temporarily Out of Stock Online Please check back later for updated availability. Overview Your teacher training may have provided sound theory and a collection of instructional techniques, but it's often the practical details that can make day-to-day survival difficult in your first days, weeks, and years of teaching. Based on his many years of research and experience in the middle school classroom, Rick offers frontline advice on: practical survival matters, such as what to do the first day and week, setting up the grade book and other record keeping, and what to do if you only have one computer in the classroom; classroom management, including discipline, getting students' attention, and roving classrooms; social issues, like the unique nature of middle-level students, relating to students, and positive relations with parents; professional concerns, from collegiality with teammates to professional resources all middle-level teachers should have.

Product Details About the Author: Stenhouse Publishers.

Day One and Beyond | Stenhouse Publishers

The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag.

See details for additional description. As a mentor for new teachers in a middle school, I found this book is just as good, if not better than Wong's "The First Day of School."

Skip to main content. About this product. New other. Make an offer:. Stock photo. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Buy It Now. Add to cart. Make Offer. Condition is Brand New. See all 3 brand new listings. About this product Product Information Your teacher training may have provided sound theory and a collection of instructional techniques, but it's often the practical details that can make day-to-day survival difficult in your first days, weeks, and years of teaching. Based on his many years of research and experience in the middle school classroom, Rick offers frontline advice on: practical survival matters, such as what to do the first day and week, setting up the grade book and other record keeping, and what to do if you only have one computer in the classroom; classroom management, including discipline, getting students' attention, and roving classrooms; social issues, like the unique nature of middle-level students, relating to students, and positive relations with parents; professional concerns, from collegiality with teammates to professional resources all middle-level teachers should have.

Content and instruction are important, but so are the practical matters that enable sound teaching practice. Day One and Beyond shows middle-level teachers how to manage the physical and emotional aspects of their unique environment so they can do what they've been trained to do: successfully teach young adolescents. Additional Product Features Dewey Edition. Show More Show Less. Add to Cart. Any Condition Any Condition: Used-Good Details. Sign in to Purchase Instantly. Temporarily Out of Stock Online Please check back later for updated availability. Overview Your teacher training may have provided sound theory and a collection of instructional techniques, but it's often the practical details that can make day-to-day survival difficult in your first days, weeks, and years of teaching. Based on his many years of research and experience in the middle school classroom, Rick offers frontline advice on: practical survival matters, such as what to do the first day and week, setting up the grade book and other record keeping, and what to do if you only have one computer in the classroom; classroom management, including discipline, getting students' attention, and roving classrooms; social issues, like the unique nature of middle-level students, relating to students, and positive relations with parents; professional concerns, from collegiality with teammates to professional resources all middle-level teachers should have.

Most relevant reviews. Best Selling in Nonfiction See all. Bill o'Reilly's Killing Ser. Save Day One and Beyond Practical Matters for New Middle-Level Teachers 1st edition Nonfiction Trending price is based on prices over last 90 days. You may also like. Rick Riordan Paperback Books. Rick Steves Paperback Books. Rick Riordan Paperbacks Books. This item doesn't belong on this page.

Your teacher training may have provided sound theory and a collection of instructional techniques, but it's often the practical details that can make day-to-day survival difficult in your first days, weeks, and years of teaching. For new teachers or those just new to the middle-school environment, here is an invaluable resource from the author of Meet Me in the Middle that will help you walk in the door prepared to teach.

Oriented toward the unique experience of teaching grades 5 through 9, Day One and Beyond delivers proven best practices along with often-humorous observations that provide a window into the middle school environment. Based on his many years of research and experience in the middle school classroom, Rick offers frontline advice on: practical survival matters, such as what to do the first day and week, setting up the grade book and other record keeping, and what to do if you only have one computer in the classroom; classroom management, including discipline, getting students' attention, and roving classrooms; social issues, like the unique nature of middle-level students, relating to students, and positive relations with parents; professional concerns, from collegiality with teammates to professional resources all middle-level teachers should have.
and Beyond delivers proven best practices along with often-humorous observations that provide a window into the middle school environment.

Based on his many years of research and experience in the middle school classroom, Rick offers frontline advice on: Content and instruction are important, but so are the practical matters that enable sound teaching practice. Day One and Beyond shows middle-level teachers how to manage the physical and emotional aspects of their Day One and Beyond Practical Matters for New Middle-Level Teachers 1st edition environment so they can do what they’ve been trained to do: successfully teach young adolescents.

View the full list of retailers here. If you previously purchased an ebook from Stenhouse. One of the first National Board-Certified teachers in America, Rick brings innovation and energy to his writing and instructional practices. He has spent the past 38 years teaching math, Day One and Beyond Practical Matters for New Middle-Level Teachers 1st edition, English, physical education, health, and history, as well as coaching teachers and principals.

Preview this book online! Discipline 4. The Physical Classroom 5. Grouping 7. Teaming 8. Dealing with Homework 9. Parents Substitute-Teacher Plans Our Own Professional Development You are here Books Other. Description About the Author’s Table of Contents. Based on his many years of research and experience in the middle school classroom, Rick offers frontline advice on practical survival matters, such as what to do the first day and week, setting up the grade book and other record keeping, and what to do if you only have one computer in the classroom; classroom management, including discipline, getting students' attention, and roving classrooms; social issues, like the unique nature of middle-level students, relating to students, and positive relations with parents; professional concerns, from collegiality with teammates to professional resources all middle-level teachers should have.
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